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ON A COVERING PROPERTY OF CONVEX SETS

H. GROEMER1

Abstract. Let [Kx, K2, ■ ■ ■ } be a class of compact convex subsets of

euclidean M-space with the property that the set of their diameters is

bounded. It is shown that the sets A, can be rearranged by the application of

rigid motions so as to cover the total space if and only if the sum of the

volumes of all the sets A, is infinite. Also, some statements regarding the

densities of such coverings are proved.

If {A,} = {Kx, K2, . . .} is a class of compact convex sets of euclidean

^-dimensional space R", we say that {A",} can cover R", or that {A",} permits

a space covering, if there are rigid motions a, so that Rn c LifLioiKi. The

volume of Kt will be denoted by v(Kt), and the diameter by d(Kt). In a recent

report [1], G. D. Chakerian has discussed the problem of finding necessary

and sufficient conditions on v(Kt) and d(K/) in order that a class {A,}

permits a space covering. In the joint paper [2] we have proved, using an idea

of G. T. Sallee, the special case n = 2 of the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Let {A-,} (/ = I, 2, . . . ) be a class of compact convex subsets of

R" with the property that for some constant M and for i = 1, 2, ... ,

(1) d(Kt) < M.

Then {A,} can cover R" if and only if
OO

(2) £ «(*/)=«>•
I- 1

In the present paper this theorem will be proved in full generality. First we

formulate and prove a theorem regarding coverings of the unit cube by a

finite number of intervals (Theorem 2). From this theorem it will not only be

possible to deduce Theorem 1, but also a more precise statement involving

the densities of such coverings (Corollary 1). It should be mentioned that

there is a kind of a "dual" of Theorem 2 concerning packings of convex sets

rather than coverings (see Kosihski [5]). Theorem 3 shows the possibility of

space coverings of density 1 by rather general collections of intervals. As a

consequence of this theorem we can deduce another statement (Corollary 2)

that establishes, under stronger assumptions than those in Corollary 1, a

smaller bound for the densities of coverings of R" by convex sets.
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The following preliminary remarks are useful in dealing with this class of

problems. We define an interval as a subset of R" of the form {(x,,

x2, . . . , x„): ai < Xf < bj}. It can be shown (see Hadwiger [4] or Chakerian

[1]) that for every compact convex set K there exists an interval / with

(3) v(I)>(\/n)nv(K)

and so that K contains a congruent copy of /. Consequently, if [Kf] is a class

of compact convex sets satisfying (1) and (2) the class {/,} of intervals which

can be associated in this way has the same property. It follows immediately

that it suffices to prove Theorem 1 only for intervals. Note that the necessity

of condition (2) is completely trivial. There is no loss in generality by

assuming that M = 1 in condition (1), since this can always be achieved by

an obvious similarity transformation. Furthermore, if W denotes the unit

cube

W= {(x„x2,...,x„): -!<*,. <i}

in R" and if we wish to prove that a class {/,} of intervals satisfying (1) and

(2) can cover R", it is sufficient to show that VV can be covered by finitely

many of these intervals. Indeed, if this is possible one can write R" as a union

of unit cubes and cover successively one cube after the other.

These remarks show that Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of the

following theorem.

Theorem 2. // /,, I2, . . . , Im are intervals in R" with d(It) < 1, and if

m

(4) 2t>(/,)>2-3--,-l,
/=i

then W can be covered by these intervals using only rigid motions that transform

intervals into intervals.

Proof. For n = 1 the theorem is obvious. We make the induction assump-

tion that it is also true for R"~x. The (n — l)-dimensional unit cube W n

{(x,, x2, . . . , x„): xn = 0} will be denoted by VV, and the volume in /?""' by

v'. As a further notational convenience we set cn = 2 - 3"~l — 1. For /' = 1,

2, . . . , m, let hj be the maximum length of the edges of /,, and let Bt be a

corresponding base of /,., that means an (n — l)-dimensional face of /,- which

is orthogonal to an edge of /, of length hr If there are several possibilities

qualifying as Bt we assume that some selection has been made and is kept

fixed. We shall also assume that every Bt is contained in the same plane as

W', i.e. in xn = 0. This can always be achieved by the performance of a rigid

motion of /,.

It is obvious that for every i,

(5) h, < </(/,) < 1

and

(6) v(Ii) = hiv'(Bi) < v'(B,).
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Furthermore, there is no loss in generality by assuming that

(7) hx> h2> ■■■  > hm.

We define now inductively a finite sequence k0, kx, . . . , ks of integers by

the conditions that k0 = 0 and that kj+x is the smallest integer with

(8) 2    v'(B:) > cn_x.
i -kj+l

It follows that 0 = k0 < kx < ■ ■ ■  < ks < m, where it is always assumed

that 5 is as large as possible. This assumption can be expressed by

m

2    v'(B,)< c„_x,
i = ks+\

which implies (because of (6))

m

(9) 2    v(Ii)<cn_x.
i = ks+\

It is also of importance to note that we are always concerned with the case

s > 1 since (4) and (6) imply that

m m

2v'(Bi)>'2v(Ii)>cn>cn_x.

From the fact that kj+x is the smallest number so that (8) holds it follows that

2    v'(Bi)<cn_x,
i = kj+\

and since (5) implies v'(B,) < d(B,)n~x < d(I,)"~x < 1, we can infer that

(io) 2  »'(*,-)< <■„_, + i.

From (8) and the induction assumption it follows that for j = 0, 1, . . . , s

- 1 the cube W' can be covered by each of the collections {Bk + X,

Bk+2, . . . , Bk }. We may assume that these intervals are already arranged

so that

(11) W'cBkj + xu Bkj + 2U ■■• U Bkj+.

From (6), (7) and (10) we obtain now fory = 0, I, . . . , s — 1,

Mc»-i+1)>   2   hkj+xv'(Bi)>   2   W)-    2   »(',)>
l-*y+l I = A:y+l i-Jty+1

and therefore

S\+,(c„_, +i)> 2   2  »«) = E*)
y=o   ' 7 = 0 i«*,-+i /=i

m m

1=1 < = *,+ l
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Because of (4) and (9) we can therefore deduce that

s~* c  — c

y = 0 t"-l   T   '

As an immediate consequence of this inequality and (5) we find

s-l

2 \+i> 2 " A*0+i > !•

Since (7) shows that At + | < hk we obtain therefore

s-\ s-\

y-l 7=1

If in this inequality the term /^ is added to the left-hand side and/ is replaced

by/ + 1, it follows that

02) sV  > 1.
7 = 0

Because of (11) and (7), each union of the form Ik + l u Ik+2U ■ ■ • U Ik

(j = 0, 1, . . . , s — 1) contains an interval Jj with ly' as one face and an edge

orthogonal to W and of length hk   . Because of (12) it is clearly possible to

translate the intervals J, in the xn-direction so that they cover W. This finishes

the proof.

If /,, I2, . . . is an infinite sequence with rf(/(.) < 1 and E°l,«(/,) = oo, we

have v(Ij) < 1, and it follows immediately from Theorem 2 that there is an

integer m so that /„ I2, . . . ,lm cover W, but 27_,«?(//) < 2 • 3""1. The

following corollary is an obvious consequence of this latter inequality,

together with (3) and the fact that a similarity transformation does not change

the density of a covering (see also [3] for the definition of the covering density

and the general properties used here).

Corollary 1. Let {Kt) (i = 1, 2, . . . ) be a class of compact convex sets of

R" with the property that 2,°°=iv(Ki) = oo and that the set of the diameters

d(Kt) is bounded. Then, {Kt} can cover R" with a density not greater than

2 ■ 3"~'«". If all the sets Kt are intervals this upper bound for the density can be

replaced by 2 ■ 3"_1.

The bound 2 • 3n_1 for the densities of coverings by intervals is probably

far from the best possible value. In fact, it appears to be unknown whether

there exists a sequence of uniformly bounded intervals which permits only

space coverings of density greater than 1. If the volumes of the intervals are

bounded away from 0 one can even prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let {/,} (/ = 1, 2, . . . ) be a class of intervals in R" with the

property that there exist constants M and c such that for i = 1,2,...,

(13) d(I.) <, M

and
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(14) 0 < c < v(I,■).

Then {/,} can cover R" with density 1.

Proof. Let s/, s2, . . . , s" denote the lengths of the edges of the interval /,

(in some arbitrary but fixed order). Since it follows from (13) that for every /

and k,

s,k < d(I,) < M,

and from (13) and (14) that

c < v(I,) < s,kd(I,y-l< skM"-\

we obtain

0 < c/M"-1 < sk < M.

Therefore, if we associate with each interval /,. the point st = (s), s2, . . . , s")

of R", it follows that these points belong to the compact subset T = {(*',

x2, . . . , xn): c/M"~l < xk < M) of R". Consequently, there exists a sub-

sequence of Sj that converges to a limit within T. An obvious consequence of

this fact can be formulated in the following way: There exists a subsequence

/,, J2, . . . of /,, I2, . . . with the property that the lengths of the edges, say tj,

tj, . . . , tj" of Jj (taken in the previously assigned order) converge to positive

limits. Hence, lim-^^, tj = tk for some /* > 0 and every k = 1, 2, ...,«. It

is now convenient to assume that <" = t2 = • • • = t" = 1. This assumption

entails no real loss in generality since it can always be justified by the

application of a suitable nonsingular affine transformation. Therefore, we can

now proceed under the assumption that for k = I, 2, . . ., n,

(15) lim  tj = 1.
y->oo

In order to find translations of the intervals /,, I2, . . . so that R" is

covered with density 1 we construct first a sequence of cubes Wx, W2, ... so

that R" c WjLxWj, int Wp n int Wq = 0 (for p ¥= q) and that the edge

lengths, say w., of the cubes Wj satisfy the conditions

(16) Wj < 1,

(17) lim  Wj = 1.
7 — co

It is not difficult to show that such sequences of cubes exist. For example, one

can first subdivide R" into the sets S, = 1 • 2W, S2 = 2 • 3 W - 1 • 2W,

S3 = 3 ■ 4W — 2 ■ 3W, ... (where W is again the unit cube, aW = {ax:

x G W} and the minus sign denotes the set theoretic difference), and then it

is easily established that each set Sm can be subdivided into m + 1 "layers" of

cubes (surrounding (m — \)mW) of edge length m/(m + 1). The set of these

cubes, ordered arbitrarily as a sequence, can obviously serve as the above

sequence Wj.

Because of (15) and (16) it is possible to find for each Wj an interval Jt

such that an appropriate translate, let us denote it by Jj, of Jt covers W-.
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Moreover, this selection can clearly be made so that no 7, is used more than

once in this process. We have now to show that the sequence /,',

J2, . . . , which is certainly a covering of R", has density 1. For this purpose

let Br denote a solid sphere in R" centered at the origin and of radius r, and

let dr be defined by

V\Dr)   JJcBr

Then the density 8 of the covering {JJ} is given by 8 = limr_>00 dr.

It follows from (15) and (17) that for any positive e one can find a number

N so that for all / > N, v(Jf)/v(Wj) < 1 + e. Consequently, if we set

1,J<Nv(JJ) = Q and notice that JJ c Br implies Wj c Br we obtain

Since Q does not depend on r, we have limr_(00 Q/v(Br) = 0 and, therefore,

5 = lim  dr < 1 + e.
r—>oo

If we note that for any covering 5 > 1 we obtain for e —> 0 that 5=1. But at

this point the proof of our theorem is not yet completely finished, since only a

subclass of the originally given set of intervals has been used for the described

covering. However, the intervals which have not been used, let us call them

Kx, K2, . . . , can be distributed (by the application of translations) so thinly

that they have density 0. For example, if each Kt is translated so that it has

distance i2 from the origin then, using (13) we find

lim   —i-    2   C(A,)<lim   —i-   2M"<hm   -~- M" = 0.
*-»«     v(Br)   KcBr r-.cc     v(Br)   ^ 1-.00     V(Br)

Since {JJ} has density 1 and {Kt} has density 0 it follows that {JJ} u {A"(}

has density 1, and the proof of Theorem 3 is finished.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of (3) and Theorem

3. It is of the same type as Corollary 1 but it provides a better estimate under

stronger assumptions.

Corollary 2. Let {K-} (i = 1, 2, . . . ) be a class of compact convex sets of

R" with the property that the set of the diameters d(Kt) is bounded from above,

and the set of the volumes v(KJ) is bounded away from 0. Then {Kt} can cover

R" with density not greater than n".

Finally, it might be worth mentioning that Theorem 3 can also be for-

mulated for packings instead of coverings and that the packing version can be

proved by essentially the same methods as the covering theorem.
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